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About This Game

Overview

A Story of Distress is a single-player stealth based adventure game built from the ground up for Virtual Reality. Play through a
campaign that features voice acting and intense story telling.

Story Overview

You and your brother set off to the big city of Aston in order to become successful merchants. There you meet a strange wizard
who makes a living off selling weird potions. You are given one of them which gives you strange powers that alter the world

around you. Later, your brother is murdered. You swear vengeance against the ones who dared defy you and your family, filling
your heart with pure rage. Use stealth to your advantage and try not to get consumed by rage.

Features

 Voice Acting

 Stealth Based Gameplay

 Campaign
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 Low poly stylized art style

 Up to 4 different weapons

 A Dark hidden Lore
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Title: A Story of Distress
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Yellow Panda Games
Publisher:
Yellow Panda Games
Release Date: 2 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 Ultimate 64-bit SP1

Processor: Intel Core i5 4460 @ 3.20GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970 4GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Any sound card

English,German
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2 weeks of silence after a game breaking bug update. Even without a fix, information from the developer would be nice.
Currently the game is unplayable. Do not purchase until issues are fixed.. This is an ok VR experience, but debatable if it is
worth the price. It feels like walking around a city made out of cardboard paper. It looks more realistic in the screenshots (or on
any 2D screen, probably) than with an actual headset on. It also looks like just a small downtown area is detailed, and the rest is
unfinished. The border between the detailed and unfinished (flat) area is really visible and you can walk outside of it, so I hope
they fix that soon.

There is a day and night cycle, but it's rather useless because the buildings don't cast any shadows and they don't light up at
night. There is also no traffic, nothing animates, which reinforces the unreal, cardboard feeling, and reinforces the uselessness
of the night time mode. The water is also just an ugly green blob and there isn't a single reflection in any window. All the
geometry is nicely done though, and there are quite a few interesting, detailed buildings which hold up to closer inspection (but
also many which don't). One more thing is that the very fast moving clouds did make me a bit nauseous on quite a few
occasions.

It's fun for a few minutes, but then you wish it was a flight simulator or a virtual train set (or tycoon game). Or at least had some
interesting overlays with street names, areas and buildings of interest, or even data visualization on population density, traffic or
anything.

Hopefully, they will add a city I've actually been to in the future (London, Paris, Stockholm, Tokyo). I might pay for a pack of
well made cities, but they'd have to be way more fleshed out than what's currently present.. for less than a dollar (using coupon),
this is really a worth to buy game.
the graphics are good, lots of bloods are splattering.
there are many armors and weapons to buy about 10+ weapons n armors
about 3 map to play? i dont know i forgot.
you got a meow sound everytime you got a hit from the monsters.
good game.. Your basic stars based TD. Fun but repetitive.. buggy at launch, and matchmaking was empy but uniqe and fun
with friends.
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Just like MTG card game. This is an incredibly frustrating game. I love the concept but coming from the Total War franchise,
the battles are too frenetic and unforgiving of mistakes. The campaign mode likewise features your enemies amassing huge
stacks of extremely high level units, especially in the late game when Spoilers start rampaging. I love the storyline and the
concept but the game play is simply too difficult for this player accustomed to the normal or high difficulty levels of Total War
games.. Bought it, played it and I love it. So far it's very well written and interesting. However, I can't wait for a small
walkthrough to be out since I have some difficulties completing missions that are important to the story line. Maybe I'm just bad
at it ?

Edit: The True ending is quite easy to get, which I find extremely nice since sometimes it can be TOO hard to find it by
yourself. This game has a lot of replay value since each vessel and body is different, you have 4 different combination that
changes the story a little. I also like the fact that you can't complete all of the quests in one playthrough, so if you really want to
do them all, you will need multiple and each are quite interesting to do, even if they might be simple.
All in all, this game was worth the wait and an incredible sequel to Freak-Quency. I can't wait to see what the company will give
us next ! But whatever they decide to make in the future, they sure got me as a huge fan not only with the game but also because
of how nice they are.. screwed up my graphics. so many glitches. Fun Clicker game. Lot of upgrades, missions, challenges, and
things to keep you busy.. FUC***G ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ GAME.
BOUGHT IT WITH A FRIEND OF MINE TO PLAY CO-OP. CAN'T JOIN NEITHER FROM INTERNET, NOR FROM
LAN(IN ONE ROOM THROUGH ONE ROUTER, THROUGH WI-FI, WHROUGH HAMACHI) WHILE CAN STILL
PLAY LAN IN MAGICKA AND OTHER GAMES.

0/10, NEVER EVER BUY IT TO PLAY CO-OP!
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